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1. Introduction   
1.1 Epitaxial Growth 
Epitaxial growth of inorganic materials in the form of single-crystal thin films can be viewed 
as a special case of crystal growth that is essentially a first-order phase transition exhibited 
by a wide range of single chemical elements and a variety of compounds including 
insulator, metals, and semiconductors. Epitaxial growth of thin films can also be viewed as a 
unique case of those among various deposition processes of thin films. Epitaxial growth of 
thin films requires a combination of stringent crystal growth parameters that need to be 
dynamically tuned to establish appropriate growth environment. Everlasting quest to raise 
the level of perfection of single-crystal thin films by understanding and improving epitaxial 
growth processes has been a scientific subject that has inspired many scientists in the past. 
An early attempt of constructing a theory of crystal growth from vapor phase, including 
many essential aspects of crystal growth, treated surface features (e.g., steps and kinks) on a 
crystal surface in equilibrium with vapor by obtaining the rate of advancement of 
monomolecular steps as a function of supersaturation in the vapor and mean concentration 
of kinks in the steps.1 Influence of dislocations was also analyzed and growth rate of a 
surface containing dislocations was shown to be proportional to the square of the 
supersaturation for low supersaturation and to the first power for high supersaturation. 
Equilibrium structures of steps (e.g., the statistics of kinks in steps) were also studied in 
terms of surface temperature, binding energy parameters, and crystallographic orientation. 
Shape and size of a two-dimensional nucleus in unstable equilibrium with a given 
supersaturation at a given temperature were obtained. Analyses on the temperature 
dependence of the structure of perfect surfaces (i.e., surfaces free from steps at absolute zero 
temperature) showed that a perfect surface remains flat until the surface reaches a 
roughening transition temperature at which the surface undergoes a morphological 
transition by which the surface becomes rough dramatically.2 With the view more practical, 
a unified theory was developed to understand the physics of epitaxial thin films and applied 
to tailor epitaxial growth conditions to obtain perfect epitaxial thin films of uniform 
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thickness.3 The pursuit of superior epitaxial growth will continues to motivate scientists and 
engineers in a variety of technical fields for the years to come as the growing demand for 
high-quality single-crystal thin films needs to be met for a wide range of advanced solid-
state devices.  
Apparently in epitaxial growth, one of the prerequisites that drive ordinary thin film 
deposition into epitaxial growth is the use of a single-crystal substrate. A single-crystal 
substrate is characterized by its constituent atoms chemically bonded each other to form a 
three-dimensional network that can be described by specific translational and rotational 
crystallographic symmetries with the presence of long-range atomic ordering. When a thin 
film is epitaxially grown on a single-crystal substrate, the thin film grows as a single-crystal 
and a common interface is created between the single-crystal epitaxial thin film and the 
single-crystal substrate. A single-crystal epitaxial thin film exhibits a crystal lattice having a 
definite crystallographic orientation with respect to that of a single-crystal substrate, in other 
words, a single-crystal epitaxial thin film has a specific crystallographic registry with a 
single-crystal substrate. The surface of a single-crystal substrate, a part critically relevant to 
epitaxial growth, plays a major role in epitaxial growth, in particular, in the early stage of 
epitaxial growth. Surfaces of semiconductor single-crystal substrates are known to exhibit a 
variety of superstructures (surface reconstructions) that have translational and rotational 
symmetry different from those present in the bulk part of a semiconductor single-crystal 
substrate. Although various types of surface reconstructions are observed on surfaces of 
semiconductor single-crystal substrates under different epitaxial growth conditions, a 
semiconductor thin film grown on a semiconductor single-crystal substrate is eventually 
connected coherently to the single-crystal substrate, forming an atomically seamless 
interface between the grown single-crystal semiconductor epitaxial thin film and the single-
crystal semiconductor substrate. 
Epitaxial growth has been reviewed by numerous times and various theories intended to 
describe different aspects of epitaxial growth were developed. In particular, nucleation 
processes in the early stage of epitaxial thin film growth were extensively studied.4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11 
Nucleation processes in epitaxial growth of thin films have been viewed as one of the 
scientific fields where experimental demonstrations and theoretical analyses progress side-
by-side because the nucleation process in the early stage of thin film growth is an ideal case 
where experimental variable can be fairly well controlled. The study of the nucleation 
processes led us to recognize the importance of surfaces in the context of epitaxial growth of 
thin films. Based on thermodynamics, physical properties of, for instance, equilibrium 
surfaces can be deduced from the knowledge of the free energy associate with equilibrium 
surfaces. While a surface viewed as the interface between the surface of an epitaxial thin 
film and surrounding (e.g., vapor phase established in given epitaxial growth environment) 
is important for the nucleation in epitaxial growth of thin films, the interface between an 
epitaxial thin film and a substrate or between an epitaxial thin film and another epitaxial 
thin film is equally critical. The energy associated with the interface between an epitaxial 
thin film (or multiple epitaxial thin films) and a substrate is of great importance, in 
particular, when the thin film is made of a material different from that of the substrate. 
Further understanding of epitaxial growth of thin films in terms of morphological and 
structural evolution is clearly the goal that can only be attained by continuous efforts in both 
experimental and theoretical advancement.    
 
 
1.2 Heteroepitaxial Growth 
Among a wide range of material systems that can be obtained by epitaxial growth (i.e., a 
single-crystal thin film on a single-crystal substrate), several unrivaled characteristics 
exhibited by such material systems as those made of group III-V compound semiconductors 
are recognized as their flexibility of being assembled into hetero-structures where dissimilar 
group III-V compound semiconductors with various chemical compositions are coupled in 
the form of multiple thin films. Sophisticated epitaxial growth techniques such as molecular 
beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal organic vapor chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) have 
been successfully implemented for the growth of group III-V compound semiconductor 
multiple thin films both at the level of high-volume manufacturing and cutting-edge 
research environment and widely used for a variety of electronic and optoelectronic devices 
including hetero-bipolar transistors, light-emitting-diodes, laser diodes, and multi-junction 
solar cells. 
Epitaxial growth of a thin film (or multiple thin films) of various group III-V compound 
semiconductors or related alloys on a substrate dissimilar to the thin films to be grown (i.e., 
heteroepitaxial growth), however can be exceptionally complex in contrast to simple 
epitaxial growth of similar materials (i.e., homoepitaxial growth such as a silicon thin film 
on a silicon substrate, a germanium thin film on a germanium substrate, and a gallium 
arsenide thin film on a gallium arsenide substrate). For instance, simple pictures of 
nucleation processes and evolution processes that work for homoepitaxial growth may no 
longer be valid for heteroepitaixl growth because new constraints, such as misfit strain 
associated with two dissimilar materials having different lattice constants or chemical 
incompatibility, are present in heteroepitaxial growth. When two materials having different 
lattice constants are connected via a two-dimensional interface, misfit strain needs to be 
included in the description of heteroepitaxial growth. Epitaxial growth of a single-crystal 
thin film on a single-crystal substrate with misfit strain would be recognized as one of the 
most challenging, yet most appealing, in both scientific and engineering subject that needs 
to be addressed to gain utmost benefits out of this concept technologically very important.  
Within thermodynamic framework, the key topic of heteroepitaxial growth of a single-
crystal thin film on a single-crystal substrate with mismatch is free energy associated with 
the interface (i.e., interface free energy) between the thin film and the substrate. A series of 
early investigations employed an array of dislocations that connected two infinite single-
crystals, giving a clear illustration of a very simple model for a heteroepitaxial structure 
analyzed semi-quantitatively.12,13 This simple model was further advanced by the 
establishment of models that dealt with a single dislocation to calculate three types of inter-
crystalline boundaries; a boundary due to a difference of atomic spacing, a twist boundary, 
and a symmetrical tilt boundary14, and later the model for two crystals having infinite 
thickness was refined by introducing mismatch as an independent parameter and treating 
the thin film as a film with finite thickness in contrast to the substrate having infinite 
thickness, putting an emphasis on epitaxial growth in which a thin film was grown on a 
thick substrate.15,16  
From technological perspective, the goal is to find a route by which, for given misfit, an 
epitaxial thin film can be grown without generating crystallographic defects (e.g., misfit 
dislocations) detrimental to a targeting application, therefore it is essential to correlate misfit 
to the generation of misfit dislocations in terms of available growth parameters that can be 
experimentally tuned. The various concepts and forms of what is called critical thickness for 
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thickness.3 The pursuit of superior epitaxial growth will continues to motivate scientists and 
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semiconductor thin film grown on a semiconductor single-crystal substrate is eventually 
connected coherently to the single-crystal substrate, forming an atomically seamless 
interface between the grown single-crystal semiconductor epitaxial thin film and the single-
crystal semiconductor substrate. 
Epitaxial growth has been reviewed by numerous times and various theories intended to 
describe different aspects of epitaxial growth were developed. In particular, nucleation 
processes in the early stage of epitaxial thin film growth were extensively studied.4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11 
Nucleation processes in epitaxial growth of thin films have been viewed as one of the 
scientific fields where experimental demonstrations and theoretical analyses progress side-
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processes led us to recognize the importance of surfaces in the context of epitaxial growth of 
thin films. Based on thermodynamics, physical properties of, for instance, equilibrium 
surfaces can be deduced from the knowledge of the free energy associate with equilibrium 
surfaces. While a surface viewed as the interface between the surface of an epitaxial thin 
film and surrounding (e.g., vapor phase established in given epitaxial growth environment) 
is important for the nucleation in epitaxial growth of thin films, the interface between an 
epitaxial thin film and a substrate or between an epitaxial thin film and another epitaxial 
thin film is equally critical. The energy associated with the interface between an epitaxial 
thin film (or multiple epitaxial thin films) and a substrate is of great importance, in 
particular, when the thin film is made of a material different from that of the substrate. 
Further understanding of epitaxial growth of thin films in terms of morphological and 
structural evolution is clearly the goal that can only be attained by continuous efforts in both 
experimental and theoretical advancement.    
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Among a wide range of material systems that can be obtained by epitaxial growth (i.e., a 
single-crystal thin film on a single-crystal substrate), several unrivaled characteristics 
exhibited by such material systems as those made of group III-V compound semiconductors 
are recognized as their flexibility of being assembled into hetero-structures where dissimilar 
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the form of multiple thin films. Sophisticated epitaxial growth techniques such as molecular 
beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal organic vapor chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) have 
been successfully implemented for the growth of group III-V compound semiconductor 
multiple thin films both at the level of high-volume manufacturing and cutting-edge 
research environment and widely used for a variety of electronic and optoelectronic devices 
including hetero-bipolar transistors, light-emitting-diodes, laser diodes, and multi-junction 
solar cells. 
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on a silicon substrate, a germanium thin film on a germanium substrate, and a gallium 
arsenide thin film on a gallium arsenide substrate). For instance, simple pictures of 
nucleation processes and evolution processes that work for homoepitaxial growth may no 
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associated with two dissimilar materials having different lattice constants or chemical 
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lattice constants are connected via a two-dimensional interface, misfit strain needs to be 
included in the description of heteroepitaxial growth. Epitaxial growth of a single-crystal 
thin film on a single-crystal substrate with misfit strain would be recognized as one of the 
most challenging, yet most appealing, in both scientific and engineering subject that needs 
to be addressed to gain utmost benefits out of this concept technologically very important.  
Within thermodynamic framework, the key topic of heteroepitaxial growth of a single-
crystal thin film on a single-crystal substrate with mismatch is free energy associated with 
the interface (i.e., interface free energy) between the thin film and the substrate. A series of 
early investigations employed an array of dislocations that connected two infinite single-
crystals, giving a clear illustration of a very simple model for a heteroepitaxial structure 
analyzed semi-quantitatively.12,13 This simple model was further advanced by the 
establishment of models that dealt with a single dislocation to calculate three types of inter-
crystalline boundaries; a boundary due to a difference of atomic spacing, a twist boundary, 
and a symmetrical tilt boundary14, and later the model for two crystals having infinite 
thickness was refined by introducing mismatch as an independent parameter and treating 
the thin film as a film with finite thickness in contrast to the substrate having infinite 
thickness, putting an emphasis on epitaxial growth in which a thin film was grown on a 
thick substrate.15,16  
From technological perspective, the goal is to find a route by which, for given misfit, an 
epitaxial thin film can be grown without generating crystallographic defects (e.g., misfit 
dislocations) detrimental to a targeting application, therefore it is essential to correlate misfit 
to the generation of misfit dislocations in terms of available growth parameters that can be 
experimentally tuned. The various concepts and forms of what is called critical thickness for 
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heteroepitaxial growth with lattice mismatch were derived. Critical thickness for given 
misfit provides a useful guide in designing an epitaxial growth process as it gives a 
thickness beyond which the generation of misfit dislocations is substantially accelerated. For 
instance, the critical thickness for the growth of a GexSi1−x thin film on a Si substrates was 
evaluated by assuming that the generation of misfit dislocation sets in when the areal strain 
energy density of the film exceeds the energy density associated with the formation of a 
screw dislocation (i.e., energy balance) at a distance from the free surface equal to the film 
thickness.17 In addition to the energy balance, force balance was also used to predict a 
critical thickness for GaAs/GaAs0.5P0.5 multiple thin films with the motivation to reduce 
misfit dislocation density by (a) using film thicknesses below those at which misfit 
dislocations are formed between layers, (b) matching lattice parameters of the substrate to 
those of the multilayer taken as a whole; and (c) using misfit strain to drive threading 
dislocations out of samples.18  
The concept of critical thickness defined for the transition at which a coherent thin film (a 
film fully strained and without dislocations) turns into an incoherent thin film (i.e., a film 
with dislocations) was analyzed within the framework of two models, Frenkel-Kontorowa 
and Volterra models. 19 It was recognized that the epitaxial growth is basically a dynamical 
process (i.e., a true equilibrium state is not reached during epitaxial growth), thus coherent-
incoherent transition essentially driven by free energy gradients and reaching equilibrium is 
hindered by energy barriers associated with the generation of misfit dislocations. Inherent 
nature of epitaxial growth occurring on a two-dimensional plane was explicitly analyzed.20 
Dependence of equilibrium configurations of a single-crystal thin film on the strengths of 
substrate-thin film, thin film-thin film bonds, and the interfacial misfit was examined in 
two-dimension,20 in contrast to early analyses based on a one-dimensional model in which 
misfit was treated along only one crystallographic direction. The analysis postulated that 
misfits along two different crystallographic orientations may differ from each other and 
could be accommodated by cross grids of dislocations. A variety of practical cases have been 
analyzed to predict detrimental influences of misfit on epitaxial growth and a range of 
practical approaches have been proposed to minimize damaging influences of misfit and to 
take full advantage of heteroepitaxial growth.21,22,23,24,25,26  
In addition to numerous attempts to describe epitaxial growth of thin films within the 
framework of equilibrium structures, approaches with atomistic view (i.e., ab initio 
calculations) have been also comprehensively investigated. Phenomenological models such 
as Frenkel-Kontorowa and Volterra models gave intuitive physical pictures, which was the 
main advantage; while the ab initio calculations were developed with the goal of obtaining, 
for instance interface energy more quantitatively accurately. Early atomistic approaches 
were used to directly calculate interface energy. 27,28,29 For group III-V compound 
semiconductors characterized by fairly strong covalent chemical bonds, however substantial 
discrepancies between outcomes of equilibrium approaches and those obtained from 
experiments were often noticed due partly to relatively high Peierls barriers. The important 
role of thermal fluctuations and the influence of free energy gradients were suggested30 and 
the dynamics of misfit dislocations relieved by continuous plastic deformation was 
described.31 The model, referred to as configuration-dependent reactive incorporation 
(CDRI) model,32.33.34 with an atomistic view for the epitaxial growth of group III-V 
compound semiconductor thin films was developed 37through kinetic Monte-Carlo 
simulations and introduced with inspiration of several pioneering experimental works35,36 
 
on the nature of the adsorption, dissociative reaction, and incorporation of arsenic molecules 
in homoepitaxial growth of gallium arsenide and related alloys. The CDRI model accounts 
for a range of surface kinetic processes such as37 sticking coefficients of the group III atoms, 
adsorption coefficients for the group V molecular species, intra-planar migration of group 
III atoms, inter-planar migration of the group III atoms, the group III local configuration 
dependent reaction rates for the dissociative molecular reaction of physisorbed group V 
diatomic molecules, the associative reaction of chemisorbed group V atoms to form diatomic 
molecules and its subsequent desorption. 
Epitaxial growth of thin films (quasi two-dimensional), serving as a basic building block, 
predominate most of electronic and optoelectronic devices commercially available. In 
contrast to epitaxial thin films, low-dimensional epitaxial structures, such as semiconductor 
three-dimensional (3D) islands (quasi zero-dimensional) and semiconductor nanowires 
(quasi one-dimensional), have opened a new paradigm for group III-V compound 
semiconductors, emerging as nanometer-scale low-dimensional structures. A range of 
coherent epitaxial low-dimensional semiconductor structures have been demonstrated on 
various substrates/surfaces physically incompatible. In this chapter, the first part will 
describe indium arsenide (InAs), one of group III-V compound semiconductor binary alloys, 
grown, by molecular beam epitaxy, into the form of three-dimensional (3D) islands (also 
referred to as self-assembled quantum dots) on gallium arsenide surfaces. Two-dimensional 
(i.e., nucleating clusters) to three-dimensional (i.e., 3D islands) morphological transition and 
size evolution/vertical alignment of InAs 3D islands in a single and multiple stacks will be 
illustrated. The lateral size and size dispersion are found to first increase drastically with a 
small amount of additional InAs deposition and then decrease and saturate, indicating the 
onset of a natural tendency for lateral size equalization. The vertical alignment of multiple 
stacks of 3D islands is a result of strain field generated by InAs 3D islands embedded within 
a GaAs matrix.  
In the second part, indium phosphide (InP), another group III-V compound semiconductor 
binary ally, nanowires grown by metal organic chemical vapor deposition on non-single-
crystal surfaces are described. Unlike conventional epitaxial growth of thin films, the 
proposed route for growing nanowires requires no single-crystal surface. In principle, only 
short-range atomic order, in contrast to long-range atomic order required for epitaxial 
growth of thin film, is necessary for nanowires. A template layer that possesses short-range 
atomic order prepared on a non-single-crystal surface is employed. Ensembles of InP 
nanowires grown on a template prepared on a non-single-crystal surface are found to be 
single-crystal and electrically/optically active, which unlocks attractive applications where 
III–V compound semiconductors are functionally integrated onto various incompatible 
material platforms. 
 
2. Indium Arsenide Three-dimensional Islands 
2.1 Background 
In a wide range of epitaxial growth of thin films, a thin film evolves by undergoing three 
major stages; nucleation of small nuclei (monolayer and double-monolayer islands, etc.), 
growth of nuclei, and coalescence of nuclei.38 Presence of misalignment of nuclei caused by 
the rotation of nuclei around their axis perpendicular to the surface on which nucleation 
progressed was a popular subject examined and discussed comprehensively within the 
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heteroepitaxial growth with lattice mismatch were derived. Critical thickness for given 
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energy density of the film exceeds the energy density associated with the formation of a 
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and Volterra models. 19 It was recognized that the epitaxial growth is basically a dynamical 
process (i.e., a true equilibrium state is not reached during epitaxial growth), thus coherent-
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framework of equilibrium structures, approaches with atomistic view (i.e., ab initio 
calculations) have been also comprehensively investigated. Phenomenological models such 
as Frenkel-Kontorowa and Volterra models gave intuitive physical pictures, which was the 
main advantage; while the ab initio calculations were developed with the goal of obtaining, 
for instance interface energy more quantitatively accurately. Early atomistic approaches 
were used to directly calculate interface energy. 27,28,29 For group III-V compound 
semiconductors characterized by fairly strong covalent chemical bonds, however substantial 
discrepancies between outcomes of equilibrium approaches and those obtained from 
experiments were often noticed due partly to relatively high Peierls barriers. The important 
role of thermal fluctuations and the influence of free energy gradients were suggested30 and 
the dynamics of misfit dislocations relieved by continuous plastic deformation was 
described.31 The model, referred to as configuration-dependent reactive incorporation 
(CDRI) model,32.33.34 with an atomistic view for the epitaxial growth of group III-V 
compound semiconductor thin films was developed 37through kinetic Monte-Carlo 
simulations and introduced with inspiration of several pioneering experimental works35,36 
 
on the nature of the adsorption, dissociative reaction, and incorporation of arsenic molecules 
in homoepitaxial growth of gallium arsenide and related alloys. The CDRI model accounts 
for a range of surface kinetic processes such as37 sticking coefficients of the group III atoms, 
adsorption coefficients for the group V molecular species, intra-planar migration of group 
III atoms, inter-planar migration of the group III atoms, the group III local configuration 
dependent reaction rates for the dissociative molecular reaction of physisorbed group V 
diatomic molecules, the associative reaction of chemisorbed group V atoms to form diatomic 
molecules and its subsequent desorption. 
Epitaxial growth of thin films (quasi two-dimensional), serving as a basic building block, 
predominate most of electronic and optoelectronic devices commercially available. In 
contrast to epitaxial thin films, low-dimensional epitaxial structures, such as semiconductor 
three-dimensional (3D) islands (quasi zero-dimensional) and semiconductor nanowires 
(quasi one-dimensional), have opened a new paradigm for group III-V compound 
semiconductors, emerging as nanometer-scale low-dimensional structures. A range of 
coherent epitaxial low-dimensional semiconductor structures have been demonstrated on 
various substrates/surfaces physically incompatible. In this chapter, the first part will 
describe indium arsenide (InAs), one of group III-V compound semiconductor binary alloys, 
grown, by molecular beam epitaxy, into the form of three-dimensional (3D) islands (also 
referred to as self-assembled quantum dots) on gallium arsenide surfaces. Two-dimensional 
(i.e., nucleating clusters) to three-dimensional (i.e., 3D islands) morphological transition and 
size evolution/vertical alignment of InAs 3D islands in a single and multiple stacks will be 
illustrated. The lateral size and size dispersion are found to first increase drastically with a 
small amount of additional InAs deposition and then decrease and saturate, indicating the 
onset of a natural tendency for lateral size equalization. The vertical alignment of multiple 
stacks of 3D islands is a result of strain field generated by InAs 3D islands embedded within 
a GaAs matrix.  
In the second part, indium phosphide (InP), another group III-V compound semiconductor 
binary ally, nanowires grown by metal organic chemical vapor deposition on non-single-
crystal surfaces are described. Unlike conventional epitaxial growth of thin films, the 
proposed route for growing nanowires requires no single-crystal surface. In principle, only 
short-range atomic order, in contrast to long-range atomic order required for epitaxial 
growth of thin film, is necessary for nanowires. A template layer that possesses short-range 
atomic order prepared on a non-single-crystal surface is employed. Ensembles of InP 
nanowires grown on a template prepared on a non-single-crystal surface are found to be 
single-crystal and electrically/optically active, which unlocks attractive applications where 
III–V compound semiconductors are functionally integrated onto various incompatible 
material platforms. 
 
2. Indium Arsenide Three-dimensional Islands 
2.1 Background 
In a wide range of epitaxial growth of thin films, a thin film evolves by undergoing three 
major stages; nucleation of small nuclei (monolayer and double-monolayer islands, etc.), 
growth of nuclei, and coalescence of nuclei.38 Presence of misalignment of nuclei caused by 
the rotation of nuclei around their axis perpendicular to the surface on which nucleation 
progressed was a popular subject examined and discussed comprehensively within the 
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scope of epitaxial growth of thin films, which suggested that misfit dislocations generated in 
a nucleus change misfit strain within the nucleus.39 Stability of small nuclei seen in the 
nucleation stage was studied in terms of their size, misfit, stiffness, and strength of film-
substrate interaction, which led conclusions that strain energy associated with both 
crystallographic registry and misfit promotes three-dimensional growth (i.e., the formation 
of three-dimensional islands) when the misfit is large.40 Analysis of equilibrium 
configurations of growing epitaxial islands was also carried out by considering discrete 
characteristics of consecutive layers of a growing epitaxial three-dimensional (3D) island 
and interaction between them.41 The aim of studying epitaxial growth of 3D islands under 
equilibrium is to find mutual dependence among various physical aspects involved in the 
epitaxial growth of 3D islands resulted from layered growth within the islands. Such 
physical aspects includes, for instance, the number of atomic layers consisting of an island, 
the number of atoms contained in each layer, chemical bonding within and between layers, 
substrate interfacial bonding, natural misfit and number of misfit dislocations, over-all 
strain in an 3D island, the conditions required for stable coherent configurations, etc. For 
given misfit between an overgrowth and a substrate, the misfit may not be entirely 
accommodated by an integral number of identical misfit dislocations. Thus, the remaining 
misfit is accommodated by residual elastic strain within 3D islands. Ultimate goal is to form 
coherent 3D islands by engineering misfit strain with accurate and reproducible growth 
conditions.   
With highly-sophisticated controllability of every aspect of epitaxial growth conditions 
provided by, for instance, molecular beam epitaxy and metal organic chemical vapor 
deposition, epitaxial growth of group IV elemental and group III-V compound 
semiconductors on lattice-mismatched substrates (i.e., strained epitaxial growth) has been 
employed as a technique to demonstrate semiconductor 3D islands (also referred to as 
quantum dots) with nanometer-scale size. Such 3D islands have been extensively studied 
with the hope of developing further advanced electronic and optoelectronic solid-state 
devices. The formation of 3D islands is in principal driven by a specific mechanism by 
which given misfit strain is accommodated by morphological change accompanying with or 
without plastic deformation. The level of understanding physical pictures of epitaxial 
growth of 3D islands does not seem to have reached its completion even though enormous 
efforts have been made in both experimental and theoretical studies.  
Epitaxial growth of thin films, in contrast to epitaxial growth of 3D islands, implies that 
relevant growth processes occur over large area (i.e., size of the area, on a substrate, over 
which epitaxial growth proceeds does not have direct influence on the way epitaxial growth 
of a thin film progresses, in other words, size of the area over which epitaxial growth of a 
thin film progresses is considered to be infinite). Unlike thin films, 3D islands are 
characterized as small (lateral size ~several tenths of nanometers, and height ~several 
nanometers) isolated three-dimensional structures, each of which is connected to the surface 
of a substrate through very small area comparable to its lateral size as in Fig. 1.42 
Semiconductor 3D islands, at least those drawing significant attention with the hope of 
superior optoelectronic devices in the last decade, are expected to exhibit unique physical 
characteristics associated with their unique features such as shape, size and electronic 
structures. Among various semiconductor 3D islands, two material systems; 
silicon/germanium grown on silicon surfaces and indium arsenide (InAs) grown on gallium 
 
arsenide (GaAs) surfaces have been used as convenient vehicles for extensive study because 
of their inherent simplicity (e.g., chemical composition).  
Fig. 1. Lattice image of InAs 3D island obtained by [110] cross-sectional transmission 
electron microscope lattice imaging. The width and height of the island are 27 and 9 nm, 
respectively.42 
 
Comprehensive reviews in the field of 3D islands (also referred to as quantum dots) are 
available.43 In the following section, a series of studies on InAs 3D islands grow on GaAs 
substrates are described by focusing on three topics; two-dimensional to three-dimensional 
morphological transition, lateral size equalization, and vertical alignment of an ensemble of 
3D islands, all of which are crucially important issues that need to be addressed in the 
course of implementation of ensembles of 3D islands as a part of solid-state devices.  
 
2.2 Two-dimensional to Three-dimensional Morphological Transition 
Formation of coherent 3D islands driven by lattice mismatch between an overgrowth and a 
substrate has been a fundamental area of research both experimental and theoretical in the 
field of epitaxial growth in nanometer-scale represented by numerous examples, in 
particular, with semiconductors such as Ge/Si44,45 and In(Ga)As/GaAs material 
systems.46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57 The main focus is to understand the nature of surfaces 
changing from two-dimensional morphology (i.e., continuous thin films or low-profile, one- 
or two-monolayer height, two-dimensional clusters appearing in the early stage of highly 
strained epitaxial growth) to three-dimensional morphology (i.e., surfaces with 3D islands). 
From solid-state device perspective, early reports on laser oscillation58,59 from devices that 
employed InGaAs 3D islands embedded in a GaAs matrix led further studies to clearly 
correlate optical characteristics of ensembles of 3D islands and lasing characteristics. 
InAs/GaAs(001) material system has been a vehicle to further understand the atomistic 
nature of two-dimensional cluster (1ML high) to three-dimensional island (typically 2~4 nm 
high) transition.  
The level of understanding atomistic nature of the two-dimensional to three-dimensional 
(2D-3D) morphological transition observed in highly-mismatched heteroepitaxial growth 
has certainly improved dramatically in the past ten years. For many years, the 2D-3D 
morphological transition was believed to be associated with the formation of defects such as 
dislocations. However, experimental demonstrations with two semiconductor systems; 
InGaAs grown on GaAs and Ge on Si, clearly showed that the formation of coherent 3D 
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islands (i.e., 3D islands without structural defects) is possible in the 2D-3D morphological 
transition, which has led extensive studies aiming at better atomistic and kinetic 
understanding of the 2D-3D morphological transition.33,49,51,52,53,60,61 Therefore, reviewing 
some of early studies on the 2D-3D morphological transition is worth to acknowledge how 
much the understanding has advanced. The growth mode characterized by the 2D-3D 
morphological transition is classically referred to as the Stranski-Krastanow growth mode; 
however there is clear evidence that the 2D-3D morphological transition in highly-
mismatched epitaxial growth is much more complex than the spontaneous change from 2D 
to 3D morphology described in the framework of the Stranski-Krastanow growth mode. 
In the following section, a series of systematic studies on InAs three-dimensional (3D) islands 
grown on GaAs(001) surfaces by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) are described. In situ 
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) scanning tunneling microscope combined with atomic force 
microscope (STM/AFM) and ex situ photoluminescence (PL) and photoluminescence 
excitation (PLE) were used to study the growth of InAs 3D islands. The amount of InAs 
delivered onto the GaAs(001) surfaces was varied within the range that covered sub-
monolayer to well-formed 3D islands prior to the onset of island coalescence to investigate the 
initial formation and the subsequent evolution of InAs 3D islands. The details of the sample 
preparation are as follows and also described elsewhere. 51,62 All samples were grown by MBE 
on silicon doped n+-GaAs substrates with orientation of (001) ± 0.1 degrees. The growth was 
monitored by reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED). The deposition rate of InAs 
was calibrated by RHEED on a InAs(001) substrate and determined to be 0.22 ML/s at the 
substrate temperature of 500 °C and with arsenic beam equivalent pressure of 6x10-6 Torr. InAs 
was deposited at 500 °C on a 500 nm GaAs buffer layer that showed clear c(4x4) surface 
reconstruction. The amount of InAs deposition given with respect to the GaAs(001) surface 
atomic density was confirmed to be reproducible within 0.022 ML. On in situ RHEED 
observation, weak spots superposed on faint streaks appeared at 1.57 ML of InAs coverage, 
indicating the onset of InAs 3D island formation. All samples were cooled down immediately 
after the deposition of InAs by shutting off electrical power to the substrate heater in order to 
minimize post-growth evolution of the grown surfaces so that the nature of InAs 3D island 
evolution as close as possible to the growth conditions was examined. No intentional 
annealing or growth interruptions was conducted as these post-growth thermal processes are 
known to promote a variety of post-growth evolution on grown surfaces.63,64 The 
morphological instabilities such as mounds were reported on samples grown with growth 
interruption65, which needed to be avoided as much as possible because the formation of 3D 
islands is extremely sensitive to underlying surface morphology. For instance, diffusion of 
species on a rough surface can be highly anisotropic.66 Samples were transferred to the UHV 
STM/AFM chamber through the UHV interconnect for in situ surface characterization. 
Samples used for ex situ PL and PLE were grown on semi-insulating GaAs substrates by 
following exactly the same procedure described above for the STM/AFM samples with one 
exception that they were capped with a GaAs thin film grown by migration enhance epitaxy at 
the substrate temperature of 400 °C.67  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. STM images showing the evolution of InAs on GaAs(001) for depositions of (a) 0.87, 
(b) 1.15, (c1, c2) 1.25, (d ) 1.30, (e) 1.35, (f ) 1.45, and (g) 1.61 ML. The labels in the figure 
denote small 2D clusters (A), large 2D clusters (B), small Q3D clusters (C฀), large Q3D 
clusters (C), 3D islands (D), 1 ML high steps (S), and 1 ML deep holes (H).68 
 
Fig. 2 shows a series of STM images of samples grown with the amount of InAs deliveries in 
the range from 0.87 to 1.61 ML.68 A varieties of surface features are clearly seen on the 
samples at different amount of InAs deliveries. 1 ML high steps (labeled S) with 200~400 nm 
wide terraces are seen, which is consistent with the GaAs substrates with tilt of 
approximately 0.1° used for the growth. The first InAs layer seen in panel (a), generally 
referred to as a wetting layer, appears to be incomplete up to 1.35 ML InAs delivery in panel 
(e), evidenced by 1 ML deep holes (labeled H). At 0.87 ML in panel (a), the holes cover 
approximately 20% of the surface. Clusters of up to few nm wide, lateral size <20 nm, and 1 
ML high with a high density (>1011 cm2), referred to as small 2D clusters (labeled A) are seen. 
Additional InAs delivery, as seen in panel (b), leads to the formation of 1 ML high clusters 
with width ≥50 nm and lateral sizes up to hundreds of nm (referred to as large 2D clusters 
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and labeled B) on top of the still incomplete wetting layer. These large 2D clusters are 
elongated in the [1-10] direction as seen in panel (b). At the deposition of 1.15 ML in panel 
(b), features that are 2-4 ML high with respect to the flat InAs surface and up to 20 nm wide 
(labeled C’), referred to as small quasi-3D (Q3D) clusters, start to appear. At 1.25 and 1.30 ML 
InAs delivery in panels (c1) and (d), in addition to the small Q3D clusters, clusters of height 
of 2-4 ML with lateral extension ≥50 nm, referred to as large Q3D clusters are present (labeled 
C). Furthermore, features consisting of a large Q3D cluster (C) topped by a small one (C’) up 
to 5 ML high (i.e., features with an extended base and a narrow top) are seen in panel (c2). A 
notable finding was that the Q3D clusters (small and large) disappear once at 1.35 ML, 
exhibiting a 2D-like surface. Then, as the InAs delivery is further increased to 1.45 ML, only 
small Q3D clusters reappear at a density 2 orders of magnitude higher well before the first 3D 
islands (7-14 ML high with a lateral size <25 nm) labeled D in panel (g) form at 1.57 ML (the 
critical delivery denoted Qc). Between 1.57 and 1.74 ML delivery, 2D clusters, small Q3D 
clusters, and 3D islands co-exist as shown for 1.61 ML deposition in panel (g). Evolution of 
the 2D clusters, Q3D clusters, and the 3D islands in terms of their area density as a function 
of InAs delivery is shown in Fig. 3.68 The Q3D cluster density evidently indicates the 
appearance, disappearance, and reappearance of 3D morphological features well in advance 
of the regime in which well-formed 3D islands form. The presence and behavior of the Q3D 
clusters play a major role in analyzing PL and PLE studies in the following section. 
Fig. 3. Area density of 2D and Q3D clusters as well as 3D InAs islands on GaAs(001) as a 
function of InAs delivery.68 
 
 
 
Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the PL spectra from 1.00 to 2.00 ML InAs delivery. The narrow 
peak, attributed to recombination in the wetting-layer, near 1.45 eV evolves with increasing 
InAs delivery and vanishes just beyond Qc. The peak at 1.215 eV for the 2.00 ML sample is 
attributed to recombination in 3D islands as reported earlier.52,57,69 The PL spectra of the 1.15 
and 1.25 ML samples reveal weak, yet distinct, peaks at 1.322 and 1.274 eV, respectively, 
however, no peak is resolved in the range between 1.20 and 1.35 eV for the 1.35 and 1.45 ML 
samples. At 1.55 ML delivery (just below Qc), emission in the range between 1.20 and 1.35 
eV reappears, indicating a re-entrant PL behavior showing similarity to that observed in 
Figs. 2 and 3. The peaks at 1.322 and 1.274 eV in the 1.15 and 1.25 ML samples are attributed 
to the large 2D and large Q3D clusters serving as parts where the wetting-layer is locally 
thicker. A comparison with the STM information on the morphology of the InAs layer 
suggests that small Q3D clusters (i.e., feature C’ in Fig. 2) on top of large 2D and large Q3D 
clusters act as optically active quantum dots. The observation of emission from the coupled 
structure of small Q3D clusters on large 2D clusters also explains the disappearance of the 
PL in the 1.20 to 1.35 eV range for the 1.35 ML sample with no small Q3D clusters, indicating 
that dominant nonradiative recombination takes place in the large 2D clusters.  
Fig. 4. PL spectra for InAs on GaAs(001) at various depositions Q, excited at 514 nm with a 
density of 5 Wcm-2. The peak at 1.493 eV (1.61 ML sample) is attributed to carbon-related 
recombination in the GaAs barrier.68 
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The structural and optical studies on the comparable samples provide a detailed picture of 
the kinetically controlled evolution of heteroepitaxially grown InAs surfaces. InAs is 
incorporated in higher layers even before the first InAs layer is completed. In addition to 2D 
clusters, Q3D clusters form for depositions as low as 1.15 ML due mainly to the strain-
driven surface kinetics near the edges of 2D clusters. The strain fields at the edges of 2D 
clusters lead to an asymmetry in inter-planar In diffusion,33 promoting the formation of Q3D 
clusters possible. Therefore, the Q3D features disappear above 1.30 ML because of the 
change in the surface strain fields when the first InAs ML reaches nearly its complete 
coverage. The reappearance of the small Q3D clusters with a further increase in In delivery 
leads to a low energy tail in the wetting-layer peak in Fig. 4 for 1.55 ML. The high density of 
small Q3D clusters at 1.61 ML, corresponding to an average separation of 22 nm indicates 
that they act as precursors of 3D islands. It must be emphasized however, that surface 
morphology of InAs on GaAs(001) material systems near the 2D-3D morphological 
transition shows a variety of surface features,53,61,70.71.72 thus a unique picture would need to 
be established for a series of samples grown under specific growth conditions and schemes. 
For instance, InAs/GaAs(001) system grown with a growth interruption and studied by 
atomic force microscope showed that the evolution of 3D islands exhibited two transition 
onsets at 1.45 and 1.59 ML of InAs coverage, corresponding to the formation of two 
distinguishable families, small and large islands.73 The transition between the two families 
of islands and the explosive nucleation of the large islands seem to be associated with the 
erosion of step edges around the islands. Furthermore, in situ RHEED measurements of the 
surface evolution during the growth of InAs 3D islands on GaAs showed that InAs 3D 
islands desorbed when arsenic supply was interrupted.74 
 
2.3 Lateral Size Equalization 
The formation of three-dimensional (3D) coherent islands in the process of heteroepitaxial 
growth of material systems with large lattice mismatch and their unique optical properties, 
demonstrated for InAs 3D islands grown on GaAs,67,75 have motivated us to find a way to 
describe mechanisms that govern the formation and evolution of semiconductor 3D islands 
in the framework of Stranski–Krastanow growth mode. Growth conditions (e.g., the 
influence of group V pressure, substrate temperature, and growth procedure without or 
with growth interruption during InAs delivery) employed for the formation of InAs 3D 
islands have been carefully examined.52,53,67,75,76,77,78,79 The kinetic processes impacting the 
evolution of semiconductor 3D islands and their size distribution are two subjects highly 
relevant to envisioning practical implementation of ensembles of semiconductor 3D islands 
as an active or a passive part in solid-state devices Therefore, systematic study, using in situ 
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) atomic force microscope (AFM) and scanning tunneling 
microscope (STM), on the growth of InAs 3D islands on GaAs(001) surfaces is essential. The 
unique evolution of InAs 3D islands at sequential growth stages characterized by specific 
InAs coverage is described in the following section with the aim at minimizing size 
distribution of an ensemble of InAs 3D islands. 
All experiments were carried out in the integrated, ultra-high-vacuum-interconnected, 
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth-processing-characterization system to conduct 
growth and analysis without having samples exposed to air. InAs deposition was done at 
the substrate temperature (Ts) 500 °C with the arsenic beam equivalent pressure (PAs4) 6x10-6 
Torr on GaAs(001) surfaces showing c(4x4) surface reconstruction ensured by reflection 
 
high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED). The desired amount of InAs (0.87 to ~2.18 ML 
with respect to the GaAs(001) surface atomic density) was delivered at a growth rate of 0.22 
ML/s with an accuracy and precision of ±0.07 ML and ±0.022 ML, respectively. As the In 
incorporation coefficient is expected to be unity under the growth conditions employed in 
the experiment, all the delivered InAs is incorporated into the solid. At ~1.57 ML InAs 
delivery, the RHEED pattern showed weak spots along with faint streaks, signifying the 
onset of 3D island-like features. The power to the substrate heater was turned off 
immediately after the deposition of InAs to let Ts drop rapidly. At Ts of 450 °C, PAs4 was 
decreased to 1x10-6 Torr and at Ts of 400 °C the As4 flux was shut off completely. The above-
mentioned growth and cooling procedures were strictly followed for each growth run in 
order to maintain consistency among all the samples. The unique cooling procedure 
minimizes and, more importantly, keeps post-growth evolution of the grown surfaces 
similar from sample to sample. Contact-mode AFM was used to measure density, lateral 
width and height of InAs 3D islands. To avoid ambiguities in determining the island size 
dispersion, all island size measurements on a given sample were completed with the same 
AFM tip. Two different AFM tips were used for the study of our samples and the data 
obtained using these two tips were found to be consistent with each other. Therefore, while 
the absolute values of the measured lateral sizes, as is well known in scanning probe 
microscopy, are an upper bound80, the relative values within a sample and between samples 
can be relied upon. 
Fig. 5. InAs 3D island density as a function of InAs deposition. The inset shows an in situ 
UHV AFM image for ~1.70 ML InAs deposition on GaAs(001). The bright “spots” are 3D 
islands while the “patches” in the background (some of these are indicated by arrows) are 
2D clusters. The notations X and Y refer to the crystallographic directions [110] and [1 ¯10], 
respectively.51 
 
The AFM image shown as an inset in Fig. 5 is for ~1.70 ML InAs delivery and represents the 
AFM images obtained for InAs delivery >1.57 ML. The bright spots are the InAs 3D islands. 
The ‘‘patches’’ (marked by two arrow-heads) are 2D clusters with one monolayer high with 
respect to their surroundings. The areal density of the InAs 3D islands is plotted in Fig. 5, 
which indicates that the areal density increases rapidly for InAs delivery from 1.57 to 1.74 
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The structural and optical studies on the comparable samples provide a detailed picture of 
the kinetically controlled evolution of heteroepitaxially grown InAs surfaces. InAs is 
incorporated in higher layers even before the first InAs layer is completed. In addition to 2D 
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of islands and the explosive nucleation of the large islands seem to be associated with the 
erosion of step edges around the islands. Furthermore, in situ RHEED measurements of the 
surface evolution during the growth of InAs 3D islands on GaAs showed that InAs 3D 
islands desorbed when arsenic supply was interrupted.74 
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ML and then slows down from 1.74 to 2.18 ML, reaching a maximum value of ~6x102 m-2 
before island-coalescence begins to set in. Correspondingly, the STM determined that the 
areal density of the quasi-3D clusters rises to a maximum of ~2x103 m-2 at 1.61 ML and then 
drops, reaching near zero for >1.75 ML InAs delivery. The InAs 3D island lateral size and 
height distributions are plotted in Fig. 6(a) and (b) for different InAs 3D island densities. The 
lateral size of a 3D island is defined as the full width at half maximum of the island height. 
As seen in Fig. 6(a), initially when the 3D island density is ~11 m-2 the islands have a 
narrow lateral size distribution, however as the island density increases to around 24 m-2, 
the island lateral size distribution broadens significantly without an evident peak. 
Concomitantly, the average lateral size seems to increase as well. Remarkably, further 
increase in island density (~58 m-2) makes the island lateral size distribution narrow again 
and the average lateral size also becomes smaller. Thereafter, with increasing island density, 
the lateral size distribution becomes narrower, while maintaining an essentially constant 
average lateral size, and then practically invariant as a function of coverage prior to the 
onset of island coalescence. The evolution of the InAs 3D island height distribution as seen 
in Fig. 6(b) appears to exhibit the similar but not identical trend to that of the lateral size 
distribution. Certain variation in the heights is observed at any given island density, which 
clearly indicates that the islands coexisting at a given evolution stage do not have definite 
shape (e.g., equilibrium shape), thus their formation is kinetically controlled. It is important 
to note that the transition from a narrow to a broad and back to a narrow island lateral size 
distribution under the growth conditions employed in the experiment occurs over a very 
small increase (<0.08 ML), thus extreme care in the control of deposition amount is required 
for this notable observation. An initial broadening and subsequent narrowing reported53,76,77 
for near equilibrium islands further suggests that this nature of island evolution is a general 
phenomenon occurring over the entire range from highly kinetically controlled regime to 
near thermodynamic equilibrium. 
The above remarkable findings in this carefully controlled series of systematic experiments 
thus not only provide stringent tests for models33,60,78,81 of strained epitaxy and island 
formation but also provide insights into the nature of atomistic kinetic processes33,78 
consistent with the observations. The observed initial broadening in the island lateral size 
distribution and increase in average size up to island density of ~24 m-2 can be understood 
if, at the earliest stages, the 3D island initiation rate is constant and their growth rates are 
independent of each other. In this case the size of an island at this stage is simply 
determined by the time that passes since its initiation provided surface diffusion and 
incorporation of atoms at the island periphery are not rate limiting steps. The narrowing of 
the lateral size distribution and the reduction in the average lateral size beyond ~24 m-2 
island density in Fig. 6(a) indicate that the above mechanism of island formation at the 
earliest stage is subsequently replaced by some other evolution mechanism(s) as deposition 
proceeds. Two important kinetic processes contributing to island growth provide 
mechanisms consistent with this narrowing. The first is the suggestion based upon 
thermodynamic energy considerations33,78,81 that the growth rate of 3D islands would 
diminish when an island grows to a certain size due to the accumulation of elastic strain 
energy. From the kinetic viewpoint underlying strained growth simulations,33 this has been 
modeled as an attendant increase in an energy barrier for atom incorporation at island 
edges. As a consequence, at this stage, smaller islands will grow more rapidly, along with 
the possible formation of new islands. The second contribution is suggested78 to arise when, 
 
with increasing island density in response to continued InAs delivery, the island-induced 
strain fields in the substrate (that help to stabilize coherent larger islands in the first place) 
begin to interact.  
Fig. 6. InAs 3D island (a) lateral size and (b) height distribution for different total InAs 3D 
island densities, . Also indicated is the mean inter-island separation, <d> = -1/2 .51 
 
At this stage a driving force for preferential migration of atoms towards smaller islands can 
arise due to a downward tilt in the surface potential towards the smaller islands caused by 
the presence of the interacting island-induced strain fields in the substrate. The interacting 
strain fields in the substrate and the wetting layer also provide a means to destabilize the 
initially largest islands by not accommodating as much strain relief in the substrate and 
thus, from a kinetic viewpoint, decrease the barrier for detachment of atoms from the larger 
islands. The detachment of atoms from the larger islands can give rise to the loss of material 
from the initially largest islands, consistent with the AFM results shown in Fig. 6(a) and 
contributes to island size equalization as well as narrowing of the average size and 
potentially a change in the island shape. Such kinetic processes are likely to begin to impact 
island growth when the inter-island distance becomes comparable to the range of the 
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height distributions are plotted in Fig. 6(a) and (b) for different InAs 3D island densities. The 
lateral size of a 3D island is defined as the full width at half maximum of the island height. 
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the island lateral size distribution broadens significantly without an evident peak. 
Concomitantly, the average lateral size seems to increase as well. Remarkably, further 
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and the average lateral size also becomes smaller. Thereafter, with increasing island density, 
the lateral size distribution becomes narrower, while maintaining an essentially constant 
average lateral size, and then practically invariant as a function of coverage prior to the 
onset of island coalescence. The evolution of the InAs 3D island height distribution as seen 
in Fig. 6(b) appears to exhibit the similar but not identical trend to that of the lateral size 
distribution. Certain variation in the heights is observed at any given island density, which 
clearly indicates that the islands coexisting at a given evolution stage do not have definite 
shape (e.g., equilibrium shape), thus their formation is kinetically controlled. It is important 
to note that the transition from a narrow to a broad and back to a narrow island lateral size 
distribution under the growth conditions employed in the experiment occurs over a very 
small increase (<0.08 ML), thus extreme care in the control of deposition amount is required 
for this notable observation. An initial broadening and subsequent narrowing reported53,76,77 
for near equilibrium islands further suggests that this nature of island evolution is a general 
phenomenon occurring over the entire range from highly kinetically controlled regime to 
near thermodynamic equilibrium. 
The above remarkable findings in this carefully controlled series of systematic experiments 
thus not only provide stringent tests for models33,60,78,81 of strained epitaxy and island 
formation but also provide insights into the nature of atomistic kinetic processes33,78 
consistent with the observations. The observed initial broadening in the island lateral size 
distribution and increase in average size up to island density of ~24 m-2 can be understood 
if, at the earliest stages, the 3D island initiation rate is constant and their growth rates are 
independent of each other. In this case the size of an island at this stage is simply 
determined by the time that passes since its initiation provided surface diffusion and 
incorporation of atoms at the island periphery are not rate limiting steps. The narrowing of 
the lateral size distribution and the reduction in the average lateral size beyond ~24 m-2 
island density in Fig. 6(a) indicate that the above mechanism of island formation at the 
earliest stage is subsequently replaced by some other evolution mechanism(s) as deposition 
proceeds. Two important kinetic processes contributing to island growth provide 
mechanisms consistent with this narrowing. The first is the suggestion based upon 
thermodynamic energy considerations33,78,81 that the growth rate of 3D islands would 
diminish when an island grows to a certain size due to the accumulation of elastic strain 
energy. From the kinetic viewpoint underlying strained growth simulations,33 this has been 
modeled as an attendant increase in an energy barrier for atom incorporation at island 
edges. As a consequence, at this stage, smaller islands will grow more rapidly, along with 
the possible formation of new islands. The second contribution is suggested78 to arise when, 
 
with increasing island density in response to continued InAs delivery, the island-induced 
strain fields in the substrate (that help to stabilize coherent larger islands in the first place) 
begin to interact.  
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At this stage a driving force for preferential migration of atoms towards smaller islands can 
arise due to a downward tilt in the surface potential towards the smaller islands caused by 
the presence of the interacting island-induced strain fields in the substrate. The interacting 
strain fields in the substrate and the wetting layer also provide a means to destabilize the 
initially largest islands by not accommodating as much strain relief in the substrate and 
thus, from a kinetic viewpoint, decrease the barrier for detachment of atoms from the larger 
islands. The detachment of atoms from the larger islands can give rise to the loss of material 
from the initially largest islands, consistent with the AFM results shown in Fig. 6(a) and 
contributes to island size equalization as well as narrowing of the average size and 
potentially a change in the island shape. Such kinetic processes are likely to begin to impact 
island growth when the inter-island distance becomes comparable to the range of the 
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individual island-induced strain fields and a characteristic length, such as the surface 
diffusion length of the adatoms. The observed value of island density (~24 m-2) in Fig. 6(a) 
can be converted to a mean inter-island separation, which results in ~200 nm, the critical 
inter-island distance, for which the manifestation of island–island interaction is expected to 
rise rapidly. Indeed, the diffusion length of In during InAs growth on GaAs under the same 
growth conditions as used in this study has been independently estimated56 to be ~280 nm, 
which is comparable to the critical inter-island distance indicated by the AFM studies of the 
island size evolution behavior described above. The similar trend of narrowing lateral size 
distribution was reported on double-stacked InAs 3D island on GaAs at island density 
much higher (~1800 m-2) than those in our studies82, indicating that the proposed 
mechanisms that control overall island lateral size and lateral size distribution are fairly 
applicable to various InAs 3D islands formed under substantially different growth 
conditions and/or growth schemes. Various mechanisms that would result in narrow island 
size distribution have been proposed,60,83,84 and this subject will continuously be a critical 
and challenging in the epitaxial growth of semiconductor 3D islands.   
 
2.4 Vertical Alignment 
 “Stress Engineering” can be referred to as, within the scope of epitaxial growth, the 
deliberate use of elastic strain naturally or artificially generated within a medium to control 
kinetics in the process of epitaxial growth. Misfit strain, for instance, can provide a natural 
driving force for 3D islands in lattice mismatched growth such as InAs on GaAs. Coherent 
InAs 3D island formation on GaAs(100) offers an bottom-up approach to fabrication of 
optically efficient 3D islands.75,85 Given the random initiation of islands on a starting surface 
of GaAs(100), a certain degree of spatial randomness always sets, resulting in spatial 
randomness of the locations of 3D islands. In the following section, strain fields induced by 
3D islands embedded in a protective cap layer are used, with the spirit of “Stress 
Engineering”, to demonstrate self-organization of InAs 3D islands along the vertical (i.e., 
growth) direction to examine the potential role of the evolving and interacting strain fields 
generated within a cap layer by multiple InAs 3D islands.  
Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) was used to grow InAs 3D islands on GaAs(100) 
substrates.51 A GaAs buffer layer was grown on a GaAs(100) substrate first, then, the first set 
of InAs 3D islands were formed at the substrate temperature (Ts) 500 °C with the arsenic 
beam equivalent pressure (PAs4) 6x10-6 Torr on the GaAs buffer layer showing c(4x4) surface 
reconstruction. Subsequently, the first set of InAs 3D islands were overgrown by a GaAs 
spacer layer. The thickness of the GaAs spacer layer was varied in the range from 30 ML to 
200 ML. The GaAs spacer layer was further followed by the growth of the second set of InAs 
3D islands. This combination of the growth of InAs and GaAs spacer was repeated one or 
more times to obtain two or more sets of islands separated by GaAs spacer layers. Based on 
RHEED analysis, the growth of InAs on a GaAs spacer layer did not show any apparent 
differences from the growth of the first set of InAs 3D islands. Transmission electron 
microscope (TEM) was used to investigate the samples having multiple sets of InAs 3D 
islands separated by multiple GaAs spacer layers having various thicknesses. 
Fig. 7(a) shows a representative [011] cross-sectional TEM (XTEM) picture of a sample with 
two sets of InAs 3D islands separated by a GaAs spacer of 46 ML. From the strain contrast of 
the islands in the two sets, each island in the second set is seen to be located on top of 
another in the first set, which indicates that a strong one-to-one vertical correlation between 
 
the two sets is present. A detailed statistical analysis on the sample reveals that the paring 
probability of islands in the two sets, measured from XTEM projected images, is 0.885 ± 
0.032. The pairing probability drops to 0.492 ± 0.04 when the GaAs spacer thickness 
increases to 92 ML as in Fig. 7(b).  
Fig. 7. Typical g = (400) bright field TEM pictures taken along [011] azimuth for the samples 
with two sets of islands separated by (a) 46 and (b) 92 ML spacer layers, respectively. 
Arrows point to the island positions indicated by the strain contrast. (c) A typical g= (200) 
dark field TEM picture of a sample with five sets of islands separated by 36 ML spacer 
layers.56 
 
For a sample with five sets of islands separated by 36 ML thick spacers grown by migration 
enhanced epitaxy in Fig. 7(c), the probability of island pairing to the set just below is 
maintained at approximately ~0.95 for all adjacent island sets. High resolution lattice images 
confirmed that the spacer layer is atomically flat and the islands are coherent. Possible 
intermixing between InAs 3D islands and a GaAs spacer layer is an issue that needs to be 
further addressed since the evidence of intermixing between InAs 3D islands and a GaAs 
cap layer during the growth of the cap layer and resulting change in shape and composition 
of InAs 3D islands were reported.86 Fig. 8 summarizes the pairing probabilities obtained as a 
function of the spacer thickness using both [011] and [011-] XTEM azimuths. Three 
distinguishable regimes can be seen; (1) for small spacer thickness <36 ML, the probability is 
greater than 95%, indicating a nearly completely correlated behavior, (2) a regime of gradual 
decrease in the probability, and (3) for larger thickness, the probability saturation at a value 
corresponding to random overlapping of islands. A model analysis accounting for the 
mechanochemical surface diffusion gives an island average size and average separation 
dependent characteristic spacer layer thickness below which a vertically self-organized 
growth occurs.56 Vertical alignment of InAs 3D islands are also investigated as a means to 
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individual island-induced strain fields and a characteristic length, such as the surface 
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For a sample with five sets of islands separated by 36 ML thick spacers grown by migration 
enhanced epitaxy in Fig. 7(c), the probability of island pairing to the set just below is 
maintained at approximately ~0.95 for all adjacent island sets. High resolution lattice images 
confirmed that the spacer layer is atomically flat and the islands are coherent. Possible 
intermixing between InAs 3D islands and a GaAs spacer layer is an issue that needs to be 
further addressed since the evidence of intermixing between InAs 3D islands and a GaAs 
cap layer during the growth of the cap layer and resulting change in shape and composition 
of InAs 3D islands were reported.86 Fig. 8 summarizes the pairing probabilities obtained as a 
function of the spacer thickness using both [011] and [011-] XTEM azimuths. Three 
distinguishable regimes can be seen; (1) for small spacer thickness <36 ML, the probability is 
greater than 95%, indicating a nearly completely correlated behavior, (2) a regime of gradual 
decrease in the probability, and (3) for larger thickness, the probability saturation at a value 
corresponding to random overlapping of islands. A model analysis accounting for the 
mechanochemical surface diffusion gives an island average size and average separation 
dependent characteristic spacer layer thickness below which a vertically self-organized 
growth occurs.56 Vertical alignment of InAs 3D islands are also investigated as a means to 
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improve size distribution. The thickness of a GaAs spacer layer was varied to study its 
influence on the structural and optical properties of InAs 3D islands. The structural and 
optical properties of multi-stacked InAs 3D islands grown on GaAs surfaces were studied 
by photoluminescence measurements. The PL full width at half maximum, reflecting the 
size distribution of the islands, was found to reach a minimum for an GaAs spacer layer 
with a thickness of 30 ML.87 Similar vertical self-organization of InAs 3D islands with GaAs 
spacer layers was observed in samples grown by metal organic chemical vapor deposition,88 
suggesting this particular “Stress Engineering” is applicable for various epitaxial growth 
methods. 
 
3. Indium Phosphide Nanowires on Non-single-crystal Surfaces 
3.1 Background 
Fig. 8. Experimentally observed paring probabilities (open squares) as a function of the 
spacer thickness shown on a log-log plot of samples with two sets of islands (a) [011] cross 
section, and (b) [011-] cross section.56 
 
 
 
As a natural extension from epitaxial growth of thin films (two-dimensional epitaxial 
growth), epitaxial growth of three-dimensional (3D) islands (zero-dimensional epitaxial 
growth) described in the previous section appears to fall into a category of a special case of 
the formation of thin films accompanying significant morphological transition because of 
large misfit between a thin film and a substrate. Completely apart from thin films and 3D 
islands can be seen in the recent surge in the field of one-dimensional epitaxial growth (e.g., 
semiconductor nanowires). In particular, nanowires of group IV elemental and group III-V 
compound semiconductors grown with the aid of metal catalyst in the form of nanometer-
scale particles are often referred to as vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth proposed over forty 
years ago.89 Nanowires can be viewed as a structure highly anisotropic in shape with the 
first and the second dimensions (i.e., diameter in the range of tens of nanometers) much 
smaller than the third dimension (i.e., length up to several micrometers). In a nanowire, 
chemical composition can be modulated along its long axis as well as in a concentric manner 
as seen in Fig. 9(a) and (b), respectively.90,91 A wide variation in nanowire growth 
mechanisms that appears to be different from the VLS growth, for instance vapor-solid-solid 
(VSS) and nanowire growth without metal catalyst, has also been reported.92,93 The growing 
number of literatures in this field clearly indicates that various techniques for the growth of 
nanowires will be continuously developed. Nanowires are expected to exhibit, as seen for 
semiconductor 3D islands, intriguing physical characteristics strongly associated with their 
unique electronic structures substantially different from those of bulk and with a large 
surface to volume ratio, a characteristic totally ignored in bulk. Lateral size (i.e., diameter) of 
semiconductor nanowires can be comparable to a variety of characteristic lengths such as 
exciton Bohr radius, electron/hole mean free paths, and electron phase coherence length, 
etc., thus in nanowires, physical properties related to these characteristics lengths are 
expected to be strongly influenced by the diameter of nanowires.94 A nanowire having a 
large surface to volume ratio implies that the number of atoms existing on the surface of a 
nanowire is no longer negligible compared to the number of atoms inside of a nanowire, 
thus the surface of a nanowire is expected to contribute considerably to the ways physical 
properties are exhibited by a nanowire. For instance, such a bulk property as electrical 
resistivity cannot be simply defined for a material in the form of nanowire because of the 
presence of significant contribution from its surface to electrical transport properties. Several 
comprehensive reviews in the field of nanowires are available.95 Apparently large surface to 
volume ratio can be either advantage or disadvantage. Large surface to volume ratio would 
be very beneficial when solid-state sensors that employ nanowires are envisioned. In 
contrast, proper handling is required to minimize undesirable physical contributions from 
large surface area. For instance, nonradiative carrier recombination associated with surface 
states that scale with total surface area would adversely affect performance of solid-state 
devices in which photons need to be generated by radiative carrier recombination or 
photons need to be converted into electrons and holes. 
When nanowires are implemented as an active or a passive part of solid-state devices, 
advantage of using nanowires is recognized as that the volume of a single nanowire is much 
larger than that of, for instance, a single 3D island. Given such an anisotropic shape, 
nanowires are of great interest as they are expected to show strong quantum confinement 
for charged carriers within their cross-section (i.e., within the area defined by their diameter) 
while charged carriers would move fairly freely along their length. Within the scope of 
epitaxial growth, in particular heteroepitaxial growth, epitaxial growth of single-crystal 
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growth) described in the previous section appears to fall into a category of a special case of 
the formation of thin films accompanying significant morphological transition because of 
large misfit between a thin film and a substrate. Completely apart from thin films and 3D 
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scale particles are often referred to as vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth proposed over forty 
years ago.89 Nanowires can be viewed as a structure highly anisotropic in shape with the 
first and the second dimensions (i.e., diameter in the range of tens of nanometers) much 
smaller than the third dimension (i.e., length up to several micrometers). In a nanowire, 
chemical composition can be modulated along its long axis as well as in a concentric manner 
as seen in Fig. 9(a) and (b), respectively.90,91 A wide variation in nanowire growth 
mechanisms that appears to be different from the VLS growth, for instance vapor-solid-solid 
(VSS) and nanowire growth without metal catalyst, has also been reported.92,93 The growing 
number of literatures in this field clearly indicates that various techniques for the growth of 
nanowires will be continuously developed. Nanowires are expected to exhibit, as seen for 
semiconductor 3D islands, intriguing physical characteristics strongly associated with their 
unique electronic structures substantially different from those of bulk and with a large 
surface to volume ratio, a characteristic totally ignored in bulk. Lateral size (i.e., diameter) of 
semiconductor nanowires can be comparable to a variety of characteristic lengths such as 
exciton Bohr radius, electron/hole mean free paths, and electron phase coherence length, 
etc., thus in nanowires, physical properties related to these characteristics lengths are 
expected to be strongly influenced by the diameter of nanowires.94 A nanowire having a 
large surface to volume ratio implies that the number of atoms existing on the surface of a 
nanowire is no longer negligible compared to the number of atoms inside of a nanowire, 
thus the surface of a nanowire is expected to contribute considerably to the ways physical 
properties are exhibited by a nanowire. For instance, such a bulk property as electrical 
resistivity cannot be simply defined for a material in the form of nanowire because of the 
presence of significant contribution from its surface to electrical transport properties. Several 
comprehensive reviews in the field of nanowires are available.95 Apparently large surface to 
volume ratio can be either advantage or disadvantage. Large surface to volume ratio would 
be very beneficial when solid-state sensors that employ nanowires are envisioned. In 
contrast, proper handling is required to minimize undesirable physical contributions from 
large surface area. For instance, nonradiative carrier recombination associated with surface 
states that scale with total surface area would adversely affect performance of solid-state 
devices in which photons need to be generated by radiative carrier recombination or 
photons need to be converted into electrons and holes. 
When nanowires are implemented as an active or a passive part of solid-state devices, 
advantage of using nanowires is recognized as that the volume of a single nanowire is much 
larger than that of, for instance, a single 3D island. Given such an anisotropic shape, 
nanowires are of great interest as they are expected to show strong quantum confinement 
for charged carriers within their cross-section (i.e., within the area defined by their diameter) 
while charged carriers would move fairly freely along their length. Within the scope of 
epitaxial growth, in particular heteroepitaxial growth, epitaxial growth of single-crystal 
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nanowires with diameter significantly smaller than those length-scales relevant to 
heteroepitaxial growth of thin films offers an opportunity of setting environment where a 
significant degree of elastic relaxation of misfit strain is expected,90,96,97,98 which further 
offers significant advantage when, for instance, heterogeneous integration of nanowires as 
an optically active part on integrated electronic circuits is envisioned. (e.g., optoelecronic 
functionalities of group III-V compound semiconductor nanowires integrated on silicon-
based electronics). It should be noted, however, the implementation of nanowires as an 
active part of solid-state devices would not be as straightforward as it appears. Ensembles of 
quantum dots have been employed as an active part of solid-state devices such as lasers, 
light-emitting diodes, and photodetectors by simply replacing an active semiconductor thin 
film by an ensemble of semiconductor quantum dots embedded in a thin film. Nanowires, 
however, owing to their highly anisotropic shape, non-conventional device designs need to 
be developed to accommodate one-dimensional shape of nanowires without hampering 
their unique characteristics. In the following section, our research on group III-V compound 
semiconductor nanowires is described with strong emphasis on developing a practical yet 
flexible route to integrate ensembles of nanowires onto various material platforms for a 
wide range of solid-state devices.  
 
3.2 Ensembles of Nanowires on Non-single Crystal Surfaces 
Employing high-quality single-crystal substrates for epitaxial growth is a prevalent practice 
when high-quality epitaxial films over large-area are required, as a result, significant efforts 
have been dedicated in developing epitaxial growth processes that produce epitaxial films 
that are homogeneous in composition and uniform in thicknesses over required areas. 
 
Fig. 9. (a) High resolution Z-contrast STEM image of a nanowire, where heavier elements, 
such as the gold particle at the top of the wire, show up brighter. The bright areas of the 
wire are InAs and the darker area is a 150 nm InP segment. (b) A high-resolution STEM 
image shows the atomically sharp interface, free from dislocations, between the InAs and 
the InP segments.90 (c) Cross-sectional view of a core/multi-shell nanowire structure.91 
 
 
 
Apart from large-area epitaxial films, even in the synthesis of nanometer-scale 
semiconductor structures, the use of single-crystal substrates as a starting platform is very 
common. For instance, epitaxial growth of semiconductor nanowires generally makes use of 
single-crystal substrates. In fact, the growth of group III-V compound semiconductor 
nanowires has been demonstrated almost exclusively on single-crystal substrates, including 
GaAs or InP nanowires grown either on single-crystal group III-V compound 
semiconductor substrates99 or on single-crystal Si substrates.99,100 
In the growth of semiconductor nanowires on single-crystal substrates, surfaces of single-
crystal substrates provide epitaxial information (e.g., crystallographic symmetries and lattice 
constants, etc.) to “seeds” of nanowires in the early stage of the growth. A variety of growth 
mechanisms have been suggested for the growth of various types of nanowires.89,101 In 
contrast to the growth of 3D islands (e.g., InAs on GaAs (100) surfaces), the growth of 
nanowires can be viewed as a significantly complicated process due partly to the 
mechanism that leads to quasi one-dimensional shapes resulted from the anisotropy in 
growth rate in two different directions (i.e., directions perpendicular and parallel to the long 
axis of a nanowire). Another feature contributing to various complications involved in the 
growth of nanowires is the presence of metal catalysts (e.g., metal-catalyzed nanowire 
growth with the presence of transition metal or noble metal particles).102,103,104 Catalyst-free 
nanowire growths were also suggested,105,106,107 however the level of complexities that 
would have to be handled in analyzing the growth of nanowires without metal-catalysts 
appears to be even much higher than that in metal-catalyzed nanowire growths. Therefore, 
the discussion on the role played by single-crystal substrates in the growth of nanowires, 
with or without metal catalysts, appears to be still in its infancy. However, it is conceivable 
that if an individual nanowire “sees” short-range atomic order within an area on the scale 
that is comparable to or moderately larger than the size of a nanowire itself in its early stage 
of evolution, an individual nanowire would not be able to tell whether it sits on a single-
crystal substrate or a small crystallite present in a non-single-crystal substrate. Apparently 
the major difference between the two cases; nanowires grown on a single-crystal substrate 
and those grown on small crystallites in a non-single-crystal substrate, is that two different 
locations on the surface of a single-crystal substrate are correlated with its specific 
crystallographic translational operation whereas two different small crystallites that exist in 
a non-single-crystal substrate are not geometrically correlated, implying that, as long as 
geometrical synchronization or organization among a group of nanowires is not required, 
the use of a single-crystal substrate should not a required condition for the growth of 
nanowires. 
In the following section, the idea of growing single-crystal group III-V compound 
semiconductor nanowires on various non-single-crystal substrates is reviewed. The 
structural concept of what is proposed is rather simple as schematically illustrated in Figs. 
10(a)~(c). As postulated in Introduction, a starting substrate is non-single-crystal including 
amorphous and poly-crystal (note that there are a wide range of variations in this class of 
material, e.g., microcrystalline and nanocrystalline, etc.). Not constrained by the availability 
of appropriate single-crystal substrates, the freedom in choosing a starting substrate from a 
variety of materials will maximize flexibility in designing solid-state devices that utilize 
semiconductor nanowires. Although a non-single-crystal substrate can be chosen from such 
materials as glass or ceramics, one of the requirements that need to be carefully considered 
when a non-single-crystal substrate is selected is related to the fact that a non-single-crystal 
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nanowires with diameter significantly smaller than those length-scales relevant to 
heteroepitaxial growth of thin films offers an opportunity of setting environment where a 
significant degree of elastic relaxation of misfit strain is expected,90,96,97,98 which further 
offers significant advantage when, for instance, heterogeneous integration of nanowires as 
an optically active part on integrated electronic circuits is envisioned. (e.g., optoelecronic 
functionalities of group III-V compound semiconductor nanowires integrated on silicon-
based electronics). It should be noted, however, the implementation of nanowires as an 
active part of solid-state devices would not be as straightforward as it appears. Ensembles of 
quantum dots have been employed as an active part of solid-state devices such as lasers, 
light-emitting diodes, and photodetectors by simply replacing an active semiconductor thin 
film by an ensemble of semiconductor quantum dots embedded in a thin film. Nanowires, 
however, owing to their highly anisotropic shape, non-conventional device designs need to 
be developed to accommodate one-dimensional shape of nanowires without hampering 
their unique characteristics. In the following section, our research on group III-V compound 
semiconductor nanowires is described with strong emphasis on developing a practical yet 
flexible route to integrate ensembles of nanowires onto various material platforms for a 
wide range of solid-state devices.  
 
3.2 Ensembles of Nanowires on Non-single Crystal Surfaces 
Employing high-quality single-crystal substrates for epitaxial growth is a prevalent practice 
when high-quality epitaxial films over large-area are required, as a result, significant efforts 
have been dedicated in developing epitaxial growth processes that produce epitaxial films 
that are homogeneous in composition and uniform in thicknesses over required areas. 
 
Fig. 9. (a) High resolution Z-contrast STEM image of a nanowire, where heavier elements, 
such as the gold particle at the top of the wire, show up brighter. The bright areas of the 
wire are InAs and the darker area is a 150 nm InP segment. (b) A high-resolution STEM 
image shows the atomically sharp interface, free from dislocations, between the InAs and 
the InP segments.90 (c) Cross-sectional view of a core/multi-shell nanowire structure.91 
 
 
 
Apart from large-area epitaxial films, even in the synthesis of nanometer-scale 
semiconductor structures, the use of single-crystal substrates as a starting platform is very 
common. For instance, epitaxial growth of semiconductor nanowires generally makes use of 
single-crystal substrates. In fact, the growth of group III-V compound semiconductor 
nanowires has been demonstrated almost exclusively on single-crystal substrates, including 
GaAs or InP nanowires grown either on single-crystal group III-V compound 
semiconductor substrates99 or on single-crystal Si substrates.99,100 
In the growth of semiconductor nanowires on single-crystal substrates, surfaces of single-
crystal substrates provide epitaxial information (e.g., crystallographic symmetries and lattice 
constants, etc.) to “seeds” of nanowires in the early stage of the growth. A variety of growth 
mechanisms have been suggested for the growth of various types of nanowires.89,101 In 
contrast to the growth of 3D islands (e.g., InAs on GaAs (100) surfaces), the growth of 
nanowires can be viewed as a significantly complicated process due partly to the 
mechanism that leads to quasi one-dimensional shapes resulted from the anisotropy in 
growth rate in two different directions (i.e., directions perpendicular and parallel to the long 
axis of a nanowire). Another feature contributing to various complications involved in the 
growth of nanowires is the presence of metal catalysts (e.g., metal-catalyzed nanowire 
growth with the presence of transition metal or noble metal particles).102,103,104 Catalyst-free 
nanowire growths were also suggested,105,106,107 however the level of complexities that 
would have to be handled in analyzing the growth of nanowires without metal-catalysts 
appears to be even much higher than that in metal-catalyzed nanowire growths. Therefore, 
the discussion on the role played by single-crystal substrates in the growth of nanowires, 
with or without metal catalysts, appears to be still in its infancy. However, it is conceivable 
that if an individual nanowire “sees” short-range atomic order within an area on the scale 
that is comparable to or moderately larger than the size of a nanowire itself in its early stage 
of evolution, an individual nanowire would not be able to tell whether it sits on a single-
crystal substrate or a small crystallite present in a non-single-crystal substrate. Apparently 
the major difference between the two cases; nanowires grown on a single-crystal substrate 
and those grown on small crystallites in a non-single-crystal substrate, is that two different 
locations on the surface of a single-crystal substrate are correlated with its specific 
crystallographic translational operation whereas two different small crystallites that exist in 
a non-single-crystal substrate are not geometrically correlated, implying that, as long as 
geometrical synchronization or organization among a group of nanowires is not required, 
the use of a single-crystal substrate should not a required condition for the growth of 
nanowires. 
In the following section, the idea of growing single-crystal group III-V compound 
semiconductor nanowires on various non-single-crystal substrates is reviewed. The 
structural concept of what is proposed is rather simple as schematically illustrated in Figs. 
10(a)~(c). As postulated in Introduction, a starting substrate is non-single-crystal including 
amorphous and poly-crystal (note that there are a wide range of variations in this class of 
material, e.g., microcrystalline and nanocrystalline, etc.). Not constrained by the availability 
of appropriate single-crystal substrates, the freedom in choosing a starting substrate from a 
variety of materials will maximize flexibility in designing solid-state devices that utilize 
semiconductor nanowires. Although a non-single-crystal substrate can be chosen from such 
materials as glass or ceramics, one of the requirements that need to be carefully considered 
when a non-single-crystal substrate is selected is related to the fact that a non-single-crystal 
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substrate needs to withstand all succeeding process steps, in other words, a selected non-
single-crystal substrate has to be physically and chemically stable at every process step 
towards the end of the fabrication process sequence necessary for solid-state devices that 
employ nanowires.  
Fig. 10. Structural concept of the proposed route to grow semiconductor nanowires on a 
non-single-crystal substrate is schematically shown. A starting substrate in (a) can be chosen 
from various types of non-single-crystal including amorphous and poly-crystal. Once an 
appropriate non-single-crystal substrate is obtained, a template layer is prepared on the 
non-single-crystal substrate as in (b). The template layer can be made of a variety of 
materials as long as the template layer “locally” exhibits short-range atomic ordering on its 
surface. After nanowires are grown in (c), an ensemble of nanowires can be electrically 
accessible through the template layer.109 
 
Amorphous silicon oxide (a-SiO2) surfaces were used as a starting non-single-crystal 
substrate as shown in Fig. 10(a).108 Subsequently, a template layer is prepared on the a-SiO2 
surface as in Fig. 10(b). The template layer can be made of a variety of materials as long as 
the template layer “locally” exhibits short-range atomic order on its surface. It is this short-
range atomic order that is transferred to nanowires in the same sense as that in conventional 
epitaxial growth of a single-crystal thin film on a single-crystal substrate. As postulated 
earlier, it is short-range atomic order with a linear-scale comparable to or several times the 
diameter of nanowires that is critical for the formation of epitaxial single-crystal nanowires. 
 
Although semiconductor single-crystal nanowires have been formed on non-single-crystal 
surfaces that were electrically insulating,109,110,111 it is more advantageous, in specific 
applications as introduced later, to form an ensemble of single-crystal semiconductor 
nanowires with their one end electrically connected onto an electrically conductive template 
layer.  
Fig. 11. Scanning electron microscope images of InP nanowires grown on a hydrogenated 
silicon surface. (a) top view at a low magnification, InP nanowires are randomly oriented 
with respect to the surface normal. (b) top view at a high magnification, the two types 
crystal habits are clearly seen.112 
 
It is further advantageous if the electrical properties of a template layer are explicitly 
controlled so that an ensemble of nanowires is electrically accessed through an electrically 
conductive template layer as depicted in Fig. 10(c). This feature is, in fact, the one of two 
intriguing characteristics of our idea proposed here, that are; (1) epitaxial growth of 
semiconductor nanowires can be done on a non-single-crystal substrate by employing a 
template layer that possesses short-range atomic order and (2) an electrically conductive 
template layer establishes access to an ensemble of nanowires from external micrometer 
electrical circuits. In the selection of a material for the template layer, hydrogenated silicon 
(Si:H) was chosen for the demonstration of our idea because Si:H is essentially a 
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substrate needs to withstand all succeeding process steps, in other words, a selected non-
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employ nanowires.  
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materials as long as the template layer “locally” exhibits short-range atomic ordering on its 
surface. After nanowires are grown in (c), an ensemble of nanowires can be electrically 
accessible through the template layer.109 
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earlier, it is short-range atomic order with a linear-scale comparable to or several times the 
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Although semiconductor single-crystal nanowires have been formed on non-single-crystal 
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applications as introduced later, to form an ensemble of single-crystal semiconductor 
nanowires with their one end electrically connected onto an electrically conductive template 
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It is further advantageous if the electrical properties of a template layer are explicitly 
controlled so that an ensemble of nanowires is electrically accessed through an electrically 
conductive template layer as depicted in Fig. 10(c). This feature is, in fact, the one of two 
intriguing characteristics of our idea proposed here, that are; (1) epitaxial growth of 
semiconductor nanowires can be done on a non-single-crystal substrate by employing a 
template layer that possesses short-range atomic order and (2) an electrically conductive 
template layer establishes access to an ensemble of nanowires from external micrometer 
electrical circuits. In the selection of a material for the template layer, hydrogenated silicon 
(Si:H) was chosen for the demonstration of our idea because Si:H is essentially a 
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semiconductor that can be doped with a controlled manner to intentionally tune its electrical 
transport properties, which is significantly advantageous when solid-state devices that 
require pn junctions or Ohmic contacts are designed.  
 
Fig. 12. A set of micro-photoluminescence spectra collected from the ensemble of InP 
nanowires at room temperature. The spectra (1)–(3) represent spectra collected from the InP 
nanowires on hydrogenated silicon at three different excitation power densities 6×103, 
6×102and 6×101Wcm−2, respectively.112 
 
Indium phosphide (InP) deposited with the presence of Au nanoparticles on the Si:H 
template layer prepared, as shown in Figs. 10, on the a-SiO2 substrate was found to form 
nanowires. Fig. 11 is a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the resulting InP 
nanowires. All nanowires appear to be randomly oriented as expected from the fact that the 
surface of the Si:H template layer on which the InP nanowires form is non-single-crystal. As 
seen in Fig. 11, two different crystal habits, some of which are marked with “H” and “T”, 
were found in the ensemble of the nanowires. The nanowires denoted with T have a 
triangular cross section while the ones marked as H exhibit a hexagonal cross section. Since 
a specific crystal habit often reflects a unique crystallographic symmetry originated to that 
exists inside a single crystal, two different crystal habits seen in the SEM image suggest that 
there are two types of crystal structures co-existing in the ensemble of nanowires. The 
tapered feature of the both types of nanowires is clearly seen. Nominal geometrical 
dimensions of the two types of nanowires are summarized as; length is approximately 1.5~2 
m, lateral size at its bottom approximately 300~500 nm. The tapering angle of the 
nanowires (i.e., the angle between the long axis and side wall) is 33~39°. Analysis with 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) revealed that the nanowires are single-crystal and 
there are two-types of crystal structures; zinc-blende (ZB) and wurtzite (WZ) co-existing 
within the ensemble of nanowires.112 Photoluminescence studies shown in Fig. 12 suggest 
that the ensembles of InP nanowires are optically active.113 
 
 
 
 
3.3 Building Blocks for Nanowire Solid-State Devices 
Fabrication of robust electrical connections across nanowires is an essential step for 
implementing nanowires as an active part of solid-state devices. Electrical connections onto 
nanowires are also required to measure electrical transport properties of nanowires. Various 
techniques of contacting nanowires have been demonstrated by placing an individual 
nanowire across pre-fabricated metal electrodes on an insulating surface, or alternatively, 
placing an individual nanowire on an insulating surface and then, putting down a pair of 
electrodes onto the nanowire.114,115 Apparently, these methods are not favorable to 
establishing reliable electrical contacts at large wafer scale. Nanowires bridging across a gap 
between semiconductor electrodes have also been demonstrated for silicon and III-V 
compound semiconductors,116,117,118 in which  single-crystal substrates were used. For certain 
applications, however the use of single-crystal substrates is not always desirable, which 
motivated us to develop the growth of group III-V compound semiconductor nanowires on 
non-single-crystal surfaces prepared on various substrates. 
 
Fig. 13. InP nanowire photoconductor is schematically shown in (a) the planar structure in 
which InP nanowires can be selectively formed on n+mc-Si:H surface offers great flexibility and 
simplification in building devices that employ an ensemble of InP nanowires. Shown in (b) is 
an SEM top-view image collected on a representative InP nanowire photoconductor 
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configuration that allows us to perform high speed testing.109 
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semiconductor that can be doped with a controlled manner to intentionally tune its electrical 
transport properties, which is significantly advantageous when solid-state devices that 
require pn junctions or Ohmic contacts are designed.  
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112 Even for nanowires on non-single-crystal surfaces, electrical contacts still need to be 
made for device applications. In the following section, an ensemble of InP nanowires (InP 
NWs) that connect two planar hydrogenated silicon (Si:H) segments that serve as templates 
is described. The two Si:H segments are separated by a gap and bridged by having the InP 
NWs either be fused and/or grow directly across the gap. Photoelectric characteristics of an 
ensemble of InP NWs are presented with the view toward a wide range of optoelectronic 
solid-state devices. Two important features obtained by combining InP NWs with Si:H are 
(1) InP NWs maintain all the properties of a direct bandgap semiconductor and (2) thin film 
characteristics of Si:H provide not only a template for the catalytic growth of InP NWs but 
also electrical contacts to an ensemble of InP NWs. As shown in Fig. 13(a), an amorphous 
surface was prepared by growing a 2 m thick silicon dioxide (SiO2) on a 4 inch Si(100) 
substrate. After forming Pt/Ti electrodes onto the SiO2 surface, a heavily doped n-type Si:H 
film (n+-Si:H) was deposited onto the patterned Pt/Ti electrodes. The n+-Si:H film was then 
patterned into two segments spatially separated and electrically isolated from each other. 
The processed wafer was then coated with Au nanoparticles. Finally, InP was deposited by 
low-pressure metal organic chemical vapor deposition on the processed wafer. InP grew 
into randomly oriented InP NWs formed selectively onto the n+-Si:H segments. The NWs 
bridged the gap by either fusing themselves or going across the gap. A planar structure in 
which InP NWs are selectively formed on n+-Si:H surface offers great flexibility and 
simplification in building solid-state devices that employ an ensemble of InP NWs. This 
planar structure (InP NW photoconducotor) was used to evaluate photoconductive 
properties of an ensemble of InP NWs. Shown in Fig. 13(b) is a scanning electron microscope 
image (top view) of the InP NW photoconductor on which a pair of electrodes (labeled E1 
and E2) in a coplanar configuration is seen. A large number of randomly oriented nanowires 
are clearly seen on the two n+-Si:H segments. Detailed inspections by viewing the 
photoconductor from the side revealed that nanowires approaching from the two facing n+-
Si:H segments collided and “fused” together in free space. 
DC current-voltage (IV) characteristics of the InP NWs photoconductor were measured at 
room temperature.119 Photoresponse was also obtained by illuminating the device with a 
laser at 633, 780, or 1550 nm. A 633 nm laser with various optical power densities in the 
range of 3~25 W/cm2 (corresponding optical power of 6x10−7~5x10−6 W) was used to 
illuminate the gap between the two n+-Si:H segments with InP NWs. As a control, the 
device prior to the InP NW growth was also evaluated. Prior to the InP NW growth, the 
measured photocurrent was <0.5 nA at all bias voltages with the highest illumination level, 
which was roughly three orders of magnitude smaller than those obtained from the device 
with InP NWs, suggesting the presence of negligible leak current in the reference sample 
without InP NWs. A semi-log plot in the inset of Fig. 14 shows the DC IV characteristics of 
the InP NW photoconductor obtained under different optical powers (5x10−6 W for the top 
curve in black and no illumination for the bottom curve in dark green). The IV 
characteristics were remarkably symmetric with respect to 0 V and essentially Ohmic, 
revealing a clear contrast to nonlinear characteristics observed for nanowires in other 
configurations.120 More than an order of magnitude increase in current at ±5 V, compared to 
that without illumination, was observed when the device was illuminated at 5x10−6 W. In 
the main plot of Fig. 14, a set of data points in different colors at a specific incident optical 
power represents resistivities of the InP NWs obtained at various bias voltages. As in a 
metal-semiconductor-metal photoconductor, the resistivity at a specific bias voltage 
 
decreases as the incident optical power increases. The resistivity under the illumination at 
incident optical power >5x10−6 W seems to saturate, suggesting the resistivity is limited by 
the finite total volume provided by a limited number of nanowires available for the 
generation of excess electrons and holes. Unlike other nanowire-based photodetectors,121 the 
photoconductor response presented above is insensitive to the polarization of the incident 
light, which is most likely due to the random orientation of the InP NWs. We believe that 
the arrangement of incorporating an ensemble of nanowires as an active part in solid-state 
devices presented in this study could be a new route to design solid-state devices that 
employ nanowires with highly anisotropic shapes.  
Fig. 14. Resistivities of the InP NWs are plotted as a function of the incident optical power 
by which the InP NW active region was illuminated. A set of data points in different colors 
at a specific incident optical power represents the resistivities obtained at different bias 
voltages ranging from −5 to 5 V with an increment of 1 V. Plotted in the inset are current-
voltage characteristics collected under different levels of the incident optical power 
5x10−6W for the top curve and 0 W for the bottom curve.119 
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4. Summary  
InAs three-dimensional (3D) islands grown by molecular beam epitaxy on GaAs are 
described. The two-dimensional to three-dimensional morphological transition was studied 
with two complementary analytical techniques; scanning tunneling microscope and 
photoluminescence/photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy, to identify key features 
that exist at different stages of morphological evolution. The re-entrant behavior of small 
quasi-3D clusters existing prior to the appearance of 3D islands suggests that the quasi-3D 
clusters act as precursors of the 3D islands. Size evolution and vertical alignment of InAs 3D 
islands in a single and multiple stacks are illustrated. The lateral size and size dispersion 
were found to first increase drastically with a small amount of additional InAs deposition 
and then decrease and saturate, indicating the onset of a natural tendency for size 
equalization. The vertical alignment of multiple stacks of InAs 3D islands is a result of strain 
field generated by the 3D islands embedded within a GaAs matrix. All the insights we 
learned in the series of experiments would help us find a way to implement a group of 3D 
islands as a part of solid-state devices.  
 InP nanowires grown by metal organic chemical vapor deposition on non-single-crystal 
surfaces are described. Unlike conventional epitaxial thin films, the proposed route for 
growing nanowires requires no single-crystal surfaces. In principle, only short-range atomic 
order, in contrast to long-range atomic order required for the growth of epitaxial thin films, 
is necessary for nanowires. A template layer that possesses short-range atomic order 
prepared on a non-single-crystal surface is employed. Ensembles of InP nanowires were 
found to be single-crystal and electrically/optically active. DC electrical properties of simple 
photoconductors that employs an ensemble of InP nanowires were fabricated and 
characterized under light illumination. Our proposed path to implement semiconductor 
nanowires would unlock a path towards disruptive applications that require III–V 
compound semiconductors functionally integrated onto various material platforms. 
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